MIDEAST STUDY DOWN

There are just under half as many University of Iowa students traveling to the Middle East within the past three years.

By REBECCA MORIN

A da Vargas landed in Turkey on February 15, 2013 with one goal in mind: “understanding a new culture.”

After spending months as the country’s largest city, Istanbul, Vargas was faced with a challenge, which not only affected her life but that of millions of people in Turkey.

In late May, protests started forming throughout the country for a variety of reasons including freedom of the press, expression, and assembly, in addition to concerns about the government overreaching on Turkey’s constitution.

“When I mentioned to my mom where I wanted to go, I convinced her that conflict would go wrong, I could fend for myself while I was on the complete other side of the continent from the University of Iowa junior was definitely afraid, I could find for myself. You’re supposed to grow in ways you would not be able to at home while you’re studying abroad.”

As turmoil in the Middle East continues to rise in several countries — including Egypt and Syria — the number of students studying abroad in that region is slowly declining for the University of Iowa.

The most recent numbers show about half as many students study abroad in the Middle East and near that part of the world from the 2010-11 to the 2011-12 school year. Two years ago, 49 students traveled to the region and neighboring countries, however last year that number dropped to 26 students. The UI Study Abroad Office has not yet released the number of students studying abroad for the 2012-13 school year.

Although the UI Study Abroad Office does not restrict the areas students can travel to, there is a higher emphasis on diversity in accessible housing will grab her a seat on the City Council.

By JULIA DAVIS

The City Council candidate hopes that an emphasis on diversity in accessible housing will grab her a seat on the District B council. B

“Leaving no room for fear,” Porter said. “I was definitely afraid, where I would be residing, I was on the complete other side of the country for a variety of reasons including freedom of the press, expression, and assembly, in addition to concerns about the government overreaching on Turkey’s constitution.”

Porter is running for the Iowa City City Council. (The Daily Iowan/Emily Burds)
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The City Council candidate hopes that an emphasis on diversity in accessible housing will grab her a seat on the District B council. B

“I feel like I’ve already been representing District B in my community and I just wanted to run so that I can represent the district for real,” Porter said.

Some of the more notable organizations Porter serves on include the Iowa City Citizen Police Review Board, the Coalition for Racial Justice, and the Juvenile Justice Development Work Group. Porter stresses diversity as the central focus of her platform, specifically in regards to access to affordable housing.
Republicans to grill Sebelius

BY KEN THOMAS

WASHINGTON— Re- ports said Wednesday that the Obama administration’s troubled rollout of healthcare.gov, the online portal to buy insurance that the website favored despite serious snags.

A component of the website that has experienced grows has been working relativ- ily smoothly since October, said a source familiar with the site.

The fixes for the site were needed because of the number of people applying for healthcare insurance.

as the website went down in a failure that was blamed on an outside contractor, Terri- mon.

The Obama administra tion will face intense pressure this week to be more forthcoming about how many people have successfully enrolled in the healthcare marketplace, Washington Post reports.

Jeanne Finucane, 56, a local resident, said she was one of many people who have had trouble enrolling.

“Early Monday morning, I called the site and was put on hold for 45 minutes,” she said.

The New York Times reported that the site’s failure to work for many people was due to a shortage of servers.

The Times reported that the site had not been able to handle the demand.

“Because of the large number of people applying for health insurance, the site went down in a failure that was blamed on an outside contractor,” Terri- mon said.
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Man charged with domestic-assault abuse

A Mouen martyr has been accused of having stripped and whipped his ex-girlfriend. Bid Dieudonné, 25, was charged with domestic abuse stemming from the robbery where the victim was allegedly found numerous containers out of his car. Later, officials found two other containers of marijuana exceeding one ounce, a digital scale with marijuana residue, $138 cash, a Kingsman BB gun, and various other drug paraphernalia, and possession/delivery of drug paraphernalia is a Class-D felony.

Man charged with theft

An Iowa City man has been accused of having stolen a debit card from a local store. Stepante Gabriel, 24, was charged with credit card fraud, a class D felony, possession of drug paraphernalia, and possession/delivery of drug paraphernalia is a Class-D felony. The victim identified him as the man who used the stolen card.

Man charged with having contraband in jail

A Sequoia man has been accused of having possession of a drug in jail. The inmate was found in possession of marijuana in his cell.

Man faces numerous charges

A Dennis, 22, has been charged with second-degree sexual assault, third-degree sexual assault, and third-degree sexual abuse. The victim alleged that the defendant engaged in sexual activity with her.

Man charged with OWI

An Iowa City man has been accused of driving under the influence. Tyler J. Hulett, 23, was charged with OWI, a class D felony, failure to remain in his lane, an unsafe lane change, an unsafe lane change, and driving while intoxicated.

Iowa City, local group plant a-mazing grace

The Edible Forest Maze project will help children and adults learn more about the environment.

Edible Maze increases nature awareness

The maze will provide an ongoing learning experience with nature.

Iowa City Parks and Recreation Department

Department – Edible Arts and Recreation

Partnered with local nonprofit Backyard Abundance to work on the project.

Meyer said that the maze, kids will be able to experience the empowering feeling.

Backyard Abundance’s mission is to connect not just kids, he said, the maze will help increase kids’ knowledge and experience with nature.

Iowa City Parks and Recreation

Maze was created in order to help kids interact with the environment.

Maze will help increase kids’ knowledge and experience with nature.

Meyer said that the maze, kids can help protect the environment.

Maze include strawberries, peach, plum, hazelnuts, pepper, rhubarb, peaches, and apricots.
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The scourge of cyberbullying

I
n 1999, approximately two people out of every 100,000 in Iowa died from prescription-drug overdoses. The public, and the public effort against it, was relatively minor in scale. But by 2010 that number had jumped 330 percent to 8 out of every 100,000. According to a report in the American Journal of Public Health, it is the only seventh-lowest state in the rate of prescription-drug-related deaths.
In the region with the highest rates, the Southers, the rate per 100,000 jumped from 28.9 deaths per 100,000. To put this perspective, the U.S. national average in the United States accounted for 28.5 out of every 100,000 deaths and that includes homicides, suicide, chronic diseases, and 50 other causes of death attributable to drugs.
All told, drug deaths — the majority of which are attributed to prescription drugs — have more than doubled in 29 states, and like love, many have even been templated or prescripted.
What’s more, prescription drugs have become “an epidemic, a moral panic” according to U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

What’s with the smoke

By Kristin Barrett

If the Iowa City Solidarity for Action in Unjust Repression (SAUR) is truly fed up with police violence, they should stop relying on a child’s performance in school, peer interactions, athletic endeavors, and self-worth so that hurtful words of their peers, and 100,000 in 2007, and that includes vehicle accidents.

It is no stranger to media coverage and to the majority opinion of the Publisher, Student Publications Inc., or the University of Iowa opinion of the Student Publications Inc., or the University of Iowa.

“Electronic harassment,” like cyberbullying, is no easy solution to the increasing problems that parents be for their kids’ psychological well-being, a growing portion of the centers’ patients are substance-abuse center MECCA, said a significant and sometimes substantial part of the patients are there because of prescription drugs.

The problem, and the public effort against it, was relatively minor in scale. But by 2010 that number had jumped 330 percent to 8 out of every 100,000. According to a report in the American Journal of Public Health, it is the only seventh-lowest state in the rate of prescription-drug-related deaths.
In the region with the highest rates, the Southers, the rate per 100,000 jumped from 28.9 deaths per 100,000. To put this perspective, the U.S. national average in the United States accounted for 28.5 out of every 100,000 deaths and that includes homicides, suicide, chronic diseases, and 50 other causes of death attributable to drugs.
All told, drug deaths — the majority of which are attributed to prescription drugs — have more than doubled in 29 states, and like love, many have even been templated or prescripted.
What’s more, prescription drugs have become “an epidemic, a moral panic” according to U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel.
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may want to travel to the university to use a private consulting firm to determine if areas are safe for students to study in. We encourage students to be well-informed of where they are travelling to and we do not encourage them to go to areas that are not safe," said Crissy Elizbeth Wildenberg De Herrera, associate director of Study Abroad. "In addition to Department of State warnings and advisories, we have a private consulting firm that does more detailed reviews of areas where we would be sending students. Portrait Ambassador Richard B. Holbrooke, a U.S. visiting associate professor, said that regardless of the recent conflicts in the Middle East and northern Africa, the new locations in the region students can choose from that are safe, such as Morocco and Algeria and, in the Persian Gulf, Oman and the United Arab Emirates. "Big-city rules apply everywhere," he said. "Terrorism can strike anywhere and when studying abroad, you must be careful of the environment and do your homework." However, as the number of students studying abroad in the region is dropping, there has been close scrutiny of the number of international students coming to the UI, with some increase throughout the years from specific countries. "We are seeing a few more students from Iran and Iraq," said Lee Horst, the senior associate director of the UI International Student and Scholar Services. "Iraqi students have given up over the years because the students coming are on a special scholarship from the Iraqi government, and the UI is part of that program. Although Egypt was a popular study-abroad option, many students from Egypt, like the large population of Middle Eastern students at the UI. "We've always had a few students from Egypt, but from my perspective, I hope we see a difference in this year's Egyptian students,
student at the UI," Horst said. Variations — who is studying abroad in Morocco — initially thought of studying in a different country; however, because of the recent conflicts, was unable to.

"My ideal locations for international travel on campus would have been Russia, Pakistan, Egypt, or Syria because the deployment of Al Qaeda in those countries is the exact ones I will need to interact with the people in Egypt and the people in Russia," he added. "I would have attended a conference in the Middle East, regardless of the conflict if I were cleared to go there, not just because of the UI and my family, but they have been known to keep my personal safety a little more than most."
SLIDE SHOW
Go to dailyiowan.com for more photos and coverage from this weekend’s game.

BREAKDOWN
KEY
IOWA
NORTHWESTERN
FIRST DOWNS
19
16
PASSING YARDS
255
225
THIRD-DOWN CONVERSION %
57
42
PENALTY YARDS
16
15
AVG. GAIN PER PLAY
4.9
5.0
COMP.-ATT.-INT
19-27-1
11-14-0
TIME OF POSSESSION
29:47
30:13

BOX SCORE
IOWA 17, NORTHWESTERN 10
IOWA
NU
FIRST QUARTER
Iowa — Bullock 3-yard run (9:22)
NU — 0
SECOND QUARTER
Iowa — Meyer 38-yard kick (9:56)
Northwestern — Vitale 10-yard pass from Colter (4:44)
THIRD QUARTER
Northwestern — Budzien 39-yard kick (9:09)
Northwestern — Fiedorowicz 8-yard pass from Rudock
FOURTH QUARTER
Northwestern: Vitale 4-52-1, Lawrence 2-28, C. Jones 3-22, T. Jones 1-4

BY THE NUMBERS
Total times with Iowa allowed 6 or more first downs in the fourth quarter of Big Ten games this year:
Iowa: 3
Northwestern: 11

QUOTED
PRIME PLAYS IOWA GAME BALL:
JAMES MORRIS
Northwestern Game Ball:
KAIN COLTER

Jake Rudock lofted a pass up over the Northwestern defense on Iowa’s final play of the game that landed in C.J. Fiedorowicz’s hands. Rudock was under heavy pressure almost immediately after receiving the snap, but he was able to float the ball to his tight end in the corner of the end zone in overtime to give Iowa its second conference win of the season.

Dan Wolke just ran straight to the end zone on second and 8 on Iowa’s 10-yard line in the third quarter. The nearest Hawkeye defender was more than 10 yards away from him, allowing Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter to easily get him the ball to give the Wildcats their first score of the game and cut Iowa’s lead to 10-7.

Northwestern hunkered down after defensive tackle Louis Trinca-Pasat sacked Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter in overtime to win the game in Kinnick. Thanks to the Daily Iowan for this graphic.

Iowa: Bullock 17-52-1, Weisman 13-56, Daniels Jr. 3-8, Rudock 7-22
Northwestern: Buckley 17-99, Trumpy 13-51, Colter 18-60, Vitale 2-17

PASSING
Iowa: Rudock 19-27-169-1-1
Northwestern: Colter 11-14-104-1-0

.numero
Iowa’s all-time record in overtime games.
Iowa’s record this year when winning the turnover margin.
Total by which Iowa has been outscored in the fourth quarter of its eight games this year.
Number of sacks Iowa recorded against Northwestern.
Iowa’s record this year when winning the turnover margin.
Number of Iowa players in the victory locker room.
Number of Iowa games this season.

Game Recap
Iowa running back Mark Weisman runs with the ball in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Iowa beat Northwestern, 17-10. (The Daily Iowan/Alyssa Hitchcock)

Prime Plays
Iowa’s retries this year when winning the turnover margin.
Northwestern needed a first down, the senior captain and linebacker helped Iowa get just its third win in the last nine meetings between the schools.

Northwestern Game Ball: Kain Colter

The senior captain and linebacker had heroit performances all day, accounting for 176 total yards of offense. Whenever Northwestern needed a first down, the senior quarterback seemed to be able to move the sticks at will, similar to Braxton Miller a week ago.

Iowa running back Mark Weisman runs with the ball in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Iowa beat Northwestern, 17-10. (The Daily Iowan/Alyssa Hitchcock)

Iowa Game Ball: James Morris

The senior captain and linebacker had heroit performances all day, accounting for 176 total yards of offense. Whenever Northwestern needed a first down, the senior quarterback seemed to be able to move the sticks at will, similar to Braxton Miller a week ago.

Iowa running back Mark Weisman runs with the ball in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Iowa beat Northwestern, 17-10. (The Daily Iowan/Alyssa Hitchcock)
IOWA 17, NORTHWESTERN 10

**GAME BALL**

- **IOWA**: James Morris
- **NORTHWESTERN**: Kain Colter

The senior captain and linebacker had himself a day against Northwestern, recording 8 tackles, 2 sacks, and recovering a Wildcat fumble in the second quarter. Morris lit the spark for the Hawkeye defense, helping Iowa get just its third win in the last nine meetings between the schools.

Colter made plays all day, accounting for 176 total yards of offense. Whenever Northwestern needed a first down, the senior quarterback seemed to be able to move the sticks with his feet at will, similar to Braxton Miller a week ago.

**THUMBS UP**

- **Big-Play Defense**: Iowa limited Northwestern to accumulating yards at small chunks at a time, and the lone score given up by Iowa was a 10-yard pass that featured the Hawkeye defense asleep at the wheel. Iowa also forced and recovered two Northwestern fumbles, halting Wildcat drives that appeared would go for scores.

**LOOK AHEAD**

Iowa gets to play at home two weeks in a row when Wisconsin comes to town on Saturday. Win this game, and Iowa will be bowl-eligible with games against Purdue, Michigan, and Nebraska remaining. Wisconsin comes in as clearly the second-best team in the conference, though, and memories of the fake punt the Badgers executed to defeat Iowa in Kinnick in 2010 is still on everyone’s mind.

**THUMBS DOWN**

- **Second Half Offense**: Iowa has been outscored 50-7 in the fourth quarter of its games this year. The Hawkeyes had another goose egg in the final frame against Northwestern and was only able to get the win following a strong performance in overtime.

**IN PICTURES**

- Iowa players celebrate after defensive tackle Louis Trinca-Pasat sacks Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter in overtime to win the game in Kinnick stadium on Oct. 26. Iowa defeated Northwestern, 17-10. (The Daily Iowan/Emily Burds)
- An Iowa fan cheers in his Kermit the Frog costume in Kinnick on Oct. 26. The Hawkeyes gave him a lot to cheer about in their 17-10 victory. (The Daily Iowan/Emily Burds)
- Iowa running back Mark Weisman runs with the ball in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Iowa beat Northwestern, 17-10. (The Daily Iowan/Alyssa Hitchcock)
- Iowa linebacker James Morris recovers a fumble by Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter in the second quarter in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Morris recorded 8 tackles and 2 sacks in the game. (The Daily Iowan/Emily Burds)
Lesser-Known Conspiracy Theories:

• The Jews control Hollywood.
• The Jews control the Illuminati.
• The Jews control the Make-a-Wish foundation.
• The Jews control Hollywood synagogues.
• Much like the Wizard of Oz and Dorothy’s Scarecrow, Dorothy’s Witch is actually a Big Oil scheme to sell more gasoline. Smaller tires hold less air; with less air in the tires, the car is actually a Big Oil scheme to sell more gasoline. Smaller tires hold less air, with less air in the tires, the car obviously weighs more and thus seems more sluggish.
• The Jews control the Make-a-Wish foundation.
• There is nothing so stable as change.
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Rap-music ‘crunking’ straight from the heart

By Jennifer Hoch

Heavy bass and call-and-response lyrics make up the crunk-style of rapper Juicy J. The artist will perform at 8 p.m. today in the IMU Main Lounge in an event hosted by SCOPE. Admission is available online and at the IMU Hub for $26.

Assistant general manager of SCOPE, Kaitlyn Drake, said the excitement in the SCOPE office is at an all-time high. The students have been preparing for the show by listening to tracks from the artist’s current album, *Stay Trippy*.

Though SCOPE has brought in rappers such as Kendrick Lamar this past spring and Childish Gambino in April 2012, Juicy J’s performance will be the first to come to the UI with his crunk-style.

“It’s great to get a variety of genres to perform,” Drake said. “We’ve never had a crunk-style rapper come to the university, so we’re all very excited.”

Juicy J has been a part of the music scene for more than 20 years as a rapper, songwriter, and record producer. He said his learning experience as a musician was to be constantly evolving and that he is much smarter now with his career than when he began.

“I’ve always been the same, I’ve always been a humble person,” Juicy J said in an interview with *The Daily Iowan*. “I don’t let money or fame make me feel bigger than I am.”

The artist is signed to Taylor Gang Records, Columbia Records, and Dr. Luke’s Kemosabe Records. The former Three 6 Mafia member has, in a sense, reinvented himself for his current Juicy J persona, and he said he would love to collaborate in the future with his Mafia roots.

“What I’m doing, I’m doing on my own and calling all the shots myself. When you’re in a group you have to compromise,” Juicy J said. “Now it’s all about me, taking care of my business, and doing what I have to do.”

Juicy J’s current album, *Stay Trippy*, originated from his concept of staying true to himself, so that what you see is what you get.

“The album is all about the music; me being me, it’s all my creation, my idea,” Juicy J said. “I love creating music that I enjoy. It’s all from the heart, and that’s why people accept me. I don’t try to sound like anyone else.”

UI senior Alec Finn has been a Juicy J fan after experiencing the performer’s rapping ability in Three 6 Mafia.

“He’s a very talented rapper, but I’ve always admired his work ethic as a musician,” he said. “He’s worked very hard to get where he is today — started from nothing and now he has really made it.”

Juicy J’s current album, *Stay Trippy*, originated from his concept of staying true to himself, so that what you see is what you get.

“The album is all about the music; me being me, it’s all my creation, my idea,” Juicy J said. “I love creating music that I enjoy. It’s all from the heart, and that’s why people accept me. I don’t try to sound like anyone else.”

---

"He’s a very talented rapper, but I’ve always admired his work ethic as a musician. He’s worked very hard to get where he is today — started from nothing and now has really made it." — Alec Finn, UI senior

---

*Juicy J will perform tonight.
• Concert in the IMU
• Tickets — $26
• Starting time — 8 p.m.*

Source: Ticketmaster
Iowa field hockey beat Cal-Davis 5-1 on Senior Day at Grant Field.

Dan Bell

It was fitting that Karli Griesbaum put on her uniform as a Hawkeye for the last time. Iowa field hockey beat Cal-Davis 5-1 on Senior Day at Grant Field.

The 19th-ranked Hawkeyes (11-6-2, 2-1-1) got to walk back and forth in front of their fans, a privilege many top-level athletes have on Senior Night.

But the Iowa fans didn’t get a chance to cheer Griesbaum out of the locker room, as the 23-year-old was taken to the emergency room after the third period. Her family, including her mother and father, were forced to wait until after the game to be with her.

Griesbaum had an extra level of motivation to let her parents see her play as a Hawkeye. Her time her parents have seen her play has been limited because it was the first time her parents have seen her play in a season that they’ve been able to watch.

Griesbaum said she’s always had an extra level of motivation to let her parents see her play as a Hawkeye.

The first of two seniors in the six-game campaign was the most impressive victory of the six-game campaign.

The seniors, on the other hand, got put on their uniform as Hawkeyes in the presence of their parents.

“It was fitting that Karli walked out on the field with her family,” Iowa head coach Tracey Grooms said.

“Her parents have been able to watch her play as a Hawkeye for the first time.”
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Soccer falls on its Senior Day
Ohio State's two early goals were too much for the Hawkeyes to come back from.

By Jacob SHEFRID
jsh@daily-iowan.com

The Iowa soccer team's Senior Day was a bitter one.

Just days after defeating Penn State for the first time in program history, the Hawkeyes lost to Ohio State, 3-1, on Sunday.

The loss is the Hawkeyes’ fifth of the season, making their overall record 12-5-1 and their Big Ten record 4-5-1.

“We made some mistakes that a good team will make you pay for,” head coach Rug Murray said. “And Ohio State is a good team.”

Before the game took place, there was a brief ceremony commemorating Iowa’s two senior players, Alex Molin and Ashley Ceule.

“Before the game it was really emotional,” Ceule said. “We had the support from our families and everyone else’s families are out there today.”

But before the Hawkeyes could settle in, the Buckeyes found a way to put points on the board.

In the fourth minute of the match, Megan Pullin took a corner kick that was hit in the top right corner of the goal, just over the head of Iowa goalkeeper Hannah Clark.

The Buckeyes added to their lead at the 22:22 mark of the game. Ohio State's Ellyn Graham scored a goal.

Iowaoffset and 2: Fiedorowicz catches the ball in the end zone for an overtime touchdown in Kinnick on Oct. 26. Fiedorowicz had 26 receiving yards in the game. (The Daily Iowan/Emily Birds)

Iowa fans got four more weeks of a football season following Iowa’s overtime win over Northwestern.

By Cody GODZIN
sgodzin@daily-iowan.com

“You don’t know if they’re going to try to defend or bring pressure and they brought the house, it looked like,” Iowa football coach Kirk Ferentz said about the score that helped Iowa to a 17-10 overtime win over Northwestern on Oct. 26.

“It (the win) was a huge accomplishment with Northwestern on the fifth in program history, the Hawkeyes lost to Ohio State, 3-1, on Sun-

day.

The Oct. 26 football game against Northwestern carried a lot of story lines and vibes going into the contest. On the surface, it was the Amereica Notre Dame football game and former Iowa fans in the stands of the stadium wearing colored body suits and other silly costumes. Heidt did wear a kick-ass Batman outfit, though.

Despite these really nifty contextual settings related to Iowa’s 17-10 overtime win over the Wildcats, Oct. 26 was really Groundhog Day for Iowa football: The Hawkeyes got a win, prolonging interest in the Iowa football team for likely the rest of the season — another four weeks or so.

Had Iowa lost to Northwestern — a team coming of honor

The game also came five days before Halloween, which meant some fans floated the stadium wearing colored body suits and other silly costumes. Heidt did wear a kick-ass Batman outfit, though.

Despite these really nifty contextual settings related to Iowa’s 17-10 overtime win over the Wildcats, Oct. 26 was really Groundhog Day for Iowa football: The Hawkeyes got a win, prolonging interest in the Iowa football team for likely the rest of the season — another four weeks or so.

Had Iowa lost to Northwestern — a team coming...